Assessments
Only by considering all these factors can one make a considered judgment. Although I will refer here to racial practices of CIO unions in all parts of the country, my focus will be on the South, for it was in the South that racial discrimination arguably was harshest; the system of white supremacy was most rigidly entrenched in law, custom, and social practice; and the commitment to egalitarianism was most severely tested.
Early interracial labor organization
Interracial labor struggles, organization, and varying degrees of egalitarian practice existed in the United States in isolated, atypical instances long before the rise of the CIO. A characteristic of all these early cases was a significant proportion of African-American laborers, whose joint organiza tion with whites in some fashion or another was seen as a prerequisite for obtaining bargaining leverage against employers. Yet the racial mix of the potential constituency, while seemingly a necessary condition, was never sufficient by itself to insure that interracial organization would be at tempted, since only in rare circumstances was it even tried. Nor was suc cessful interracial organization sufficient to insure minimal success, be cause the weight and wrath of challenged white supremacy, in addition to normal opposition to unions, usually was enough to crush such struggles. 
Nevertheless

